A video conferencing was done on 24th April 2020 between two paired Engineering Institutes G. H. Raisoni College of Engineering Nagpur (Maharashtra) & C V Raman College of Engineering Bhubaneshwar (Orisa) under Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat program of AICTE. Under this video conferencing 1 faculty and 14 students from GHRCE & 5 faculties & 10 students form CVRCE were present. Prof. Mangesh Bhorkar, NSS Program Officer GHRCE & Prof. Soumya Mishra CVRCE taken lead in this meeting and introduced the EBSB program initially. In this meet all individuals introduced themselves in their mother tongue. The next meeting agenda was also discussed in the conference in which 1st May 2020 is to be celebrated as Maharashtra Din by students of both institutions. Prof. Soumya Mishra asked to share Marathi song which will be recite on behalf of Maharashtra Din. The student’s feedback upon this meeting was very positive and they are eager to meet new friends through Skype, Facebook and what’s app.